CITY OF CODY
PLANNING, ZONING AND ADJUSTMENT BOARD
TUESDAY, MARCH 10, 2020
CITY HALL COUNCIL CHAMBERS @ 12:00 NOON
1. Call meeting to order
2. Roll Call, excused members
3. Pledge of Allegiance
4. Approval of Agenda
5. Approval of Minutes of the February 25, 2020 regular meeting
6. NEW BUSINESS:
A. Rezone a portion of Lot 3 of the Beacon Hill Minor Subdivision from D-3 to R-2.
B. Site Plan review for Ballard Funeral Home, located at 639 19th Street.
C. Site Plan review for the Groathouse Construction office building, located at
3630 Big Horn Avenue.
7. P&Z Board Matters (announcements, comments, etc.).
8. Council Update
9. Staff Items
10. Adjourn
The public is invited to attend all Planning, Zoning and Adjustment Board meetings. If you need special accommodations to
participate in the meeting, please call the City office at (307) 527-7511 at least 24 hours in advance of the meeting.

City of Cody
Planning, Zoning, and Adjustment
Board Meeting February 25, 2020
A meeting of the City of Cody Planning, Zoning and Adjustment Board was held in the Council
Chambers of City Hall in Cody, Wyoming on Tuesday, February 25, 2020 at 12:00 pm.
Present: Chairman Kayl Mitchell; Erynne Selk; Richard Jones; Sandi Fisher; Wade McMillin; Rodney Laib;
Glenn Nielson;: Deputy City Attorney Sandi Kitchen; City Planner Todd Stowell; Administrative Coordinator
Bernie Butler.
Absent: Klay Nelson
Kayl Mitchell called the meeting to order at 12:00 pm, followed by the pledge of allegiance.
Richard Jones made a motion, seconded by Rodney Laib to approve the agenda for the February 25, 2020
meeting. Vote on the motion was unanimous, motion carried
Richard Jones made a motion, seconded by Wade McMillin to approve the minutes from the February
11, 2020 meeting.
NEW BUSINESS:
A.
Todd Stowell reviewed the preliminary plat for a 2-lot minor subdivision for JCA-01, located at
1237 Rumsey Avenue.
Erynne Selk made a motion, seconded by Wade McMillin to approve the preliminary plat of the JAC01 minor subdivision with recommendations 1-4 in the staff report. Vote on the motion was unanimous,
motion carried.
B. A public hearing opened at 12:08 pm for a special exemption request to reduce the rear setback
requirement at 1014 River View Drive. Kayl Mitchell called for comment from the public. There were no
public comments. The public hearing was closed at 12:09.
C. Todd Stowell reviewed the special exemption request to reduce the rear setback requirement at 1014 River
View Drive. The criteria for a special exemption was reviewed by Todd. This request has met the
requirements. There was one neighbor that objected to the request, and seven with no objections. The
applicant Jeremy Blaylock answered question from the Board.
Erynne Selk made a motion, seconded by Richard Jones to approve the special exemption request with staff
recommendations 1-4 and an added condition that the windows remain where they are. Vote on the motion
was unanimous, motion passed.
D. Todd Stowell review a downtown architectural district sign for Wyoming Legacy Meats, located at 902
Rumsey Avenue. Richard Jones made a motion, seconded by Erynne Selk to approve the sign with the staff
recommendation. Vote on the motion was unanimous, motion carried.
Klay Nelson made a motion, seconded by Richard Jones to adjourn the meeting. Vote on the motion
was unanimous.
There being no further business to come before the Board, Chairman Kayl Mitchell adjourned the meeting at
12:33 pm.

Bernie Butler, Administrative Coordinator
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CITY OF CODY
PLANNING, ZONING AND ADJUSTMENT BOARD
STAFF REPORT
M EETI NG DATE:

TYPE OF ACTI ON NEEDED

MARCH 10, 2020

AGENDA I TEM :

P&Z BOARD APPROVAL:

SUBJECT:

REQUEST TO REZONE A PORTION OF
LOT 3 OF THE BEACON HILL MINOR
SUBDIVISION FROM D-3 TO R-2.
FILE: ZON 2020-01

RECOMMENDATION TO COUNCIL:

P REP ARED BY:

TODD STOWELL, CITY PLANNER

DISCUSSION ONLY:

X

P R OJECT DESCR I P TI ON:

Kip Thiel Construction has submitted an application to rezone that portion of Lot 3 of
the Beacon Hill Minor subdivision that is zoned Open Business/Light Industrial (D-3) to
Residential Medium-low Density (R-2). All of the lot would then be zoned R-2, in
preparation for a single-family residential subdivision. The R-2 zoning would preclude
commercial and light-industrial uses within the residential subdivision.
The subject property is 17.57 acres in size and located at the north end of 37th Street,
about 235 feet north of the intersection with Cherokee Road. Approximately 4.5 acres
on the west side of the lot is already zoned R-2. Approximately 13.1 acres would be
rezoned from D-3 to R-2.
Existing Conditions:

Neighboring Properties:

DIRECTION EXISTING USE
North
East

Vacant land.
Vacant land.

Existing Zoning:

ZONING

Open Business/Light Industrial (D-3)
D-3

ZON 2020-01 Kip Thiel Rezone
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South
West

Single-family residence and site
approved for School District #6
Transportation Facility.
Single-family dwellings and
hillside.

Residential lot is R-2.
Transportation Facility is on General
Business (D-2) zoned land.
Residential (R-2)

P R OCEDURE:

The following section is found in the City of Cody code.
10-5-1: CITY COUNCIL AUTHORITY: The city council may by ordinance at any time, on its
own motion or petition, or upon the recommendations by the planning and zoning commission,
amend, supplement or change the regulations or districts herein or subsequently established;
provided, however, that a public hearing shall first be held in relation thereto, after one
publication of notice of the time, place and purpose of such hearing, in an official newspaper, at
least fifteen (15) days prior to such hearing.
The public hearing has been scheduled to occur at the Planning and Zoning Board
meeting. Notice was provided by certified mail to neighboring property owners within
140 feet, and by publication in the Cody Enterprise on February 18, 2020.

R EVIEW CR I TER I A:

Rezones are a legislative action, subject to the full discretion of the governing body.
The Cody zoning ordinance does not have specific criteria outlined for granting or
denying rezone requests. For the purpose of providing guidance, staff will refer to the
following general standards for zoning that are found in Wyoming state law, Section 151-601(d). Please note that the standards are in the context of initially adopting an
overall zoning plan for a community, yet they can provide guidance for reviewing site
specific proposals as well.
(d) All regulations shall be made:
(i) In accordance with a comprehensive plan and designed to:
Staff Comment: The City adopted a new comprehensive plan in March of 2014.
Per the master plan “The Future Land Use Map…will be the guide for future zoning and
development within the City.” The portion of the Future Land Use Map for this area is
below, which shows the property as low-density residential. The requested R-2 zoning
district is entirely consistent with the comprehensive plan—it is one of the two zones
identified for implementing the low-density designation.
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(A) Lessen congestion in the streets;
Staff Comment: The existing D-3 zone would allow a much greater intensity of
development, and resulting traffic, than the requested R-2 zone.
(B) Secure safety from fire, panic and other dangers;
Staff Comment: Any new construction or use would need to comply with
applicable development codes, which codes are intended to ensure that adequate
protections occur so as to secure safety from fire, panic, or other physical dangers.
(C) Promote health and general welfare;
Staff Comment: The zone change would help address the current high demand
for housing, while precluding industrial or commercial activities from being established
within the contemplated subdivision.
(D) Provide adequate light and air;
Staff Comment: This standard is typically related to providing sufficient open
space and setbacks. Current building codes, subdivision regulations, and zoning
setbacks/buffers are intended to meet this requirement.
(E) Prevent the overcrowding of land;
Staff Comment: The potential density of development is being greatly reduced
by this rezone, yet the density of the contemplated subdivision (3.3 units/acre) is still at
the level recommended by the comprehensive plan for this area (2-4 units per acre).
(F) Avoid undue concentration of population;
Staff Comment: The contemplated density will not result in undue concentration
of population.
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(G) Facilitate adequate provisions for transportation, water, sewerage, schools, parks
and other public requirements.
Staff Comment: Needed infrastructure to serve this lot and the other two lots of
the Beacon Hill Minor Subdivision has been identified through a development
agreement. There is adequate capacity in the systems, and needed extensions are
identified.
Residential zoning may lead to increased demand for schools or parks. Park
demand will be addressed with the subdivision. The City does not have any regulation
to address school impacts.
(ii) With reasonable consideration, among other things, of the character of the district and its
peculiar suitability for particular uses;
Staff Comment: The character of the requested R-2 district is residential. The
property to the southwest is also zoned R-2 but at a very low density (less than 1
unit/acre). The contemplated single-family residential subdivision that would be
developed on the new R-2 property is much more compatible with the existing
neighborhood to the southwest than the potential residential density of the existing D-3
zone, which is limited only by compliance with the parking ordinance, fire code, and
building code.
Admittedly, there may be some minor compatibility conflicts (visual, noise) with
the remaining D-2 and D-3 zoned property, but persons buying into the subdivision will
have knowledge of the adjacent zoning, and at least some of the adjacent properties
have their uses clearly identified (i.e. transportation facility to the south).
(iii) With a view to conserving the value of buildings and encouraging the most appropriate
use of land throughout the city or town; and
Staff Comment: The R-2 zone should not have the negative effects on the
subdivision to the southwest that the D-3 zone could potentially have.
(iv) With consideration given to the historic integrity of certain neighborhoods or districts
and a view to preserving, rehabilitating and maintaining historic properties and encouraging
compatible uses within the neighborhoods or districts, but no regulation made to carry out the
purposes of this paragraph is valid to the extent it constitutes an unconstitutional taking without
compensation.
Staff Comment: There are no identified historic properties/buildings in the
immediate area.
OTHER:

Significant Changes:

When reviewing rezones, it is beneficial to consider whether there has been a change in
circumstances since the property was designated with its current zone. It appears that
the property has been zoned D-3 since it was annexed into the city in 1978. One
significant change would be the updated master plan. In addition, there is currently a
high demand for the housing contemplated for this property.
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Proximity to Like Zoning:

The subject property abuts other R-2 property to the west and southwest. As such, it
does not constitute a ‘spot zone’, but a logical extension of the R-2 zone.

Public Hearing:

Please note that this staff report was prepared without the benefit of the information
that will be provided at the public hearing. All public comments need to be considered.
As of the time of this staff report, responses of “no objection” have been received from
Park County School District #6 (land to south), and Groathouse Construction (land to
NW). A letter of objection has been received from Tracy Clark (land to NW), but the
comments are entirely related to development of the property—they are not applicable
to the rezone itself.

ATTACHM ENTS:

Rezoning Letter
Neighbor responses

ALTER NATI VES:

Recommend approval or denial of the requested rezone to the City Council.

R ECOM M ENDATI ON:

Staff recommends that the Board recommend approval of the requested rezone to the
City Council.
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CITY OF CODY
PLANNING, ZONING AND ADJUSTMENT BOARD
STAFF REPORT
M EETI NG DATE:

MARCH 10, 2020

AGENDA I TEM :

TYPE OF ACTI ON NEEDED
P&Z BOARD APPROVAL:

SUBJECT:

SITE PLAN REVIEW: GROATHOUSE
CONSTRUCTION OFFICE BUILDING.
SPR 2020-03

RECOMMENDATION TO
COUNCIL:

P REP ARED BY:

TODD STOWELL, CITY PLANNER

DISCUSSION ONLY:

X

P R OJECT DESCR I P TI ON:

Rob Bauer of Groathouse Construction has
submitted a site plan application for
development of a new office for the company
at 3630 Big Horn Avenue. The building would
be single-story and 4,790 square feet in size,
not counting the covered entry, and measure
100’ long and 51’6” in depth. The subject
property is 4.0 acres in size and currently
vacant, other than a temporary small wood
cutting operation.

R EVIEW CR I TER I A:

Section 10-10C-5 of the zoning regulations
states:

All structures within the district shall be architecturally compatible. Architectural and
landscaping plans shall be submitted to the planning and zoning commission for
approval. Architectural and landscaping details shall be maintained as shown by the
approved plans.

Section 9-2-3 is as follows:

Before the issuance of any permit under the international building code for
commercial buildings situated within the city, the applicant, property owner and
occupant shall meet with the planning, zoning and adjustment board to review the
application and plans insofar as they pertain to the exterior of a commercial building
and site plan conditions. The issuance of a permit shall be conditioned upon the
applicant receiving an affirmative vote of a majority of the planning, zoning and
adjustment board members in attendance at said meeting.

In addition, the site plan is reviewed for compliance with specific development
standards of the zoning ordinance.
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STAFF COM M ENTS:

The subject property is zoned Open Business/Light Industrial (D-3), which allows
contractor offices and yards. The surrounding area is as follows:

DIRECTION EXISTING USE
North
East
South
West

Vacant land across Big Horn Avenue
Residential housing.
Hillside.
Single-family residence and contractor
businesses.

ZONING

County-zoned Commercial
Open Business (D-3)
Residential R-2
Open Business (D-3)

Architecture:

The building has been professionally designed by Keith
Pryor, Architect, and uses quality materials in a manner
that results in a good-looking structure. Note the
variations in both roofline and wall planes, the use of
large windows, architectural shingles, timber/metal posts
and beams, 12-foot walls, the use of manufactured stone
capped by metal trim, and metal vertical siding with a
true board and batten profile (sample shown). Additional
architectural elevation drawings are attached.
Staff has no concerns regarding the architectural compatibility of the building—it will be
a good example that we can point out to others.
Landscaping:
The landscaping plan is included on the site plan (Sheet C2.0). Most of the existing
trees on the site (cottonwoods) will be retained. Four new trees—two American Linden
and two Bur Oak will be planted on the north side of the parking lot. Lawn will be
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planted in the areas north, south, and west of the building. The architectural rendering
shows some shrubs and grasses in a landscape bed along the front of the building,
which is not reflected on the site plan. The landscape bed would be recommended to
avoid the issues with lawn immediately next to the building. The rest of the
undeveloped ground will remain in natural grass or be seeded with dryland grasses.
Curvilinear berms will add some variation to the landscape while also serving for storm
water control. The utility plan shows use of irrigation water from the canal along the
northwest side of the lot.
The property is within the entry corridor overlay zone, which has the 5% landscaping
requirement. The trees, berms, and lawn cover about 10% of the property, which
exceeds the minimum. That being said, it would be nice if Groathouse Construction
would also add some landscaping near the entrance at Big Horn Avenue—other than a
small storm water berm, there is nothing in that area, which area is the most visible.
Access:
The property has an existing improved curb cut off of Big Horn Avenue. No alterations
to the curb cut or sidewalk are proposed. The current access permit from WYDOT is
limited to residential use only and the applicant is in the process of obtaining
authorization for commercial use of the approach from WYDOT.
A 16-foot wide paved lane is proposed from the Big Horn Avenue sidewalk to the
parking lot. In order to meet fire code, the lane needs to be 20 feet wide and capable
of supporting fire trucks. The applicant’s engineer has indicted that 2-foot gravel
shoulders are proposed. Provided the shoulders have the same base as the asphalt, it
should be adequate and will satisfy the width and surfacing requirements of the fire
code.
The fire marshal also notes that he needs evidence that the canal crossing will support
the weight of any fire trucks. It is expected that the existing concrete culvert will meet
the weight standard, provided sufficient cover is provided—currently there is almost no
cover over the culvert. The applicant’s engineer will need to provide verification of the
weight capacity. If it needs to be weight restricted for other purposes, it will need to be
signed as such.
The 10-foot wide gravel lane to the east of the main access is provided primarily for
garbage truck use, to avoid excessive wear on the asphalt.
Parking:
Based on the size of the building, the parking ordinance recommends a minimum of 19
parking spaces (1 space per 250 sq. ft. GFA). 21 spaces are proposed. As configured,
the parking lot and individual spaces will meet the minimum standards—provided the
parking blocks are shifted towards the edge of the asphalt. The required ADA parking
space, sign and unloading aisle is provided.
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Parking lots used at night require lighting. The applicant has verbally indicated that
they are planning to install a light pole in the parking lot next to the dumpster
enclosure. Provided the light fixture is full cut off, the intensity of light modest, and the
pole is not excessively tall (25’ should be adequate), that idea should work. The
electrician should provide lighting details for staff to confirm appropriate lighting.
Exterior Lighting
The architectural plan shows exterior wall packs, yet the electrician indicates that they
are planning soffit lighting. Staff would prefer the soffit lighting, but if wall packs are
used, they should be full cut off in style. Emergency lighting (only on during power
failure) need not be full cut off in style.
Storage Yard
The site plan identifies an unsurfaced storage and parking area in the southwest corner
of the property. This is a permitted use, provided the vehicles and materials stored are
“reasonably intended for use within the scope of the business…and…kept, maintained,
secured and stored in an orderly manner”, as specified by the city’s nuisance code.
Neighborhood Compatibility, Setbacks and Buffers
The property does not border any residentially-zoned property, so there are no zoning
setback or buffer requirements applicable.
Storm Water Plan:
Storm water calculations have been provided by a licensed engineer, and the capacity
of the drainage berms indicated. The average slope of the property is 7.4%, so berms
to retain the stormwater are used instead of swales or infiltration trenches. Public
Works finds the calculations acceptable and concludes that the plan meets the City’s
stormwater policies.
The building will have gutters and downspouts that are piped to take roof drainage
away from the building, where the water will flow towards the drainage berms for
retention. A perimeter building drain will capture runoff water from the hillside to the
south and pipe it to be released above the drainage berms as well.
Snow Storage
The property has plenty of area for snow storage. The snow removal area for the parking
lot is at the east end of the parking lot, where it will be able to melt and flow to the
drainage berm below.
Utility Services
The building will utilize domestic water, sewer, power, gas, telecommunications, and
Cody Canal irrigation. See Sheet C2.1 for the utility plan. The plan needs two minor
changes to meet applicable standards. One is to decrease the spacing between the
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sewer cleanouts in the sewer service, so that they are spaced at no more than 100 feet
of developed pipe length (even less is advisable).
Public Works is also requiring a change in the treated water tap location to avoid conflicts
with access and the canal. Specifically, the water tap must be moved to the north-south
section of water line, and preferably near Big Horn Avenue. It must be able to be readily
found in the case of an emergency. Coordinate with Public Works.
Installation of the utilities will require applicable permits. Construction methods will be
verified through the utility permits and inspections. Of particular concern are the
crossings under the canal (Watkins Lateral Ditch). Sufficient cover must be maintained
to prevent freezing of the water service (5.5’ min.) and the sewer service. The sewer
service profile on Sheet C2.2 indicates the sewer line being protected with blue board
insulation, yet the detail in the middle of Sheet C2.3 indicates “No insulation allowed”
(Cody Canal restriction?). Please resolve.
Signs
No signs are proposed at this time.
Hydrant
The building will rely on the fire hydrant just east of the entrance off of Big Horn Avenue.
The hydrant is just within the required maximum distance.
Frontage Status
Big Horn Avenue is fully improved.
Garbage
Two dumpsters are proposed to be located in an enclosure (fence) east of the building.
off the parking lot. Details are not provided for the dumpster enclosure. The City’s 3yard dumpsters measure 62” in width and 53” inches in depth. There should be at least
12” provided between the dumpsters and between the enclosure and the dumpsters,
requiring 13’ 4” inside clearance. If a gate is placed on the front of the enclosure, a
concrete or asphalt pad must be provided so that the owner can roll the dumpsters
outside of the gate on pickup day(s).

ATTACHM ENTS:

Application materials—site plan, floor plan, elevation drawings.

ALTER NATI VES:

Approve or deny the site plan with or without changes.

R ECOM M ENDATI ON:
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It is recommended that the Planning and Zoning Board approve the project subject to
the following conditions. All conditions must be completed prior to a certificate of
occupancy.
1. Prior to issuance of a building permit, submit an updated site plan that
addresses/clarifies the following, as discussed in the staff report:
a. Identify if a landscape bed will be installed next to the building.
b. Expand the access drive width to provide the 20-foot fire lane (asphalt or asphalt
with shoulders).
c. Shift the parking blocks toward the edge of the asphalt.
d. Add the parking lot light location and conduit path.
e. Decrease the spacing between the sewer cleanouts in the sewer service, so that
they are spaced at no more than 100 feet of developed pipe length (even less is
advisable).
f. Change the treated water tap location to the north-south section of water line at a
location agreeable to Public Works. Be sure the crossing below the canal provides
the minimum 5.5’ of cover.
g. The sewer service profile on Sheet C2.2 indicates the sewer line being protected
with blue board (XPS) insulation, yet the detail in the middle of Sheet C2.3
indicates “No insulation allowed” (Cody Canal restriction?). Please resolve.
h. Identify the minimum dimensions of the dumpster enclosure.
i. Change the water service line and meter to 1” (per P.W. discussion).
Staff is authorized to approve the updated site plan provided it is consistent with the
P&Z Board direction and staff report discussion.
2. Provide verification from a licensed engineer that the canal crossing design will
support fire trucks and other construction equipment. If a weight limit applies, it
should be posted.
3. Obtain the proper WYDOT access permit, and complete any requirements of that
permit.
4. Provide specifications for the parking lot light fixture(s), which fixture(s) must be full
cut off, modest in intensity, and the pole not excessively tall (25’ should be
adequate). It is recommended that the light be on a timer, so that it will be off
when unneeded. If wall packs are to be used, provide specifications to verify that
they will be full cut-off and modest in intensity.
6. The project must otherwise comply with the updated site plan and applicable
building, fire, and electrical codes. A building permit must be obtained within three
years or this authorization will expire.
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CITY OF CODY
PLANNING, ZONING AND ADJUSTMENT BOARD
STAFF REPORT
M EETI NG DATE:

MARCH 10, 2020

AGENDA I TEM :

TYPE OF ACTI ON NEEDED
P&Z BOARD APPROVAL:

SUBJECT:

MINOR ARCHITECTURAL AND SIGN
REVIEW: BALLARD FUNERAL HOME
SPR 2020-04

RECOMMENDATION TO
COUNCIL:

P REP ARED BY:

TODD STOWELL, CITY PLANNER

DISCUSSION ONLY:

P R OJECT DESCR I P TI ON:

X

Cody Gortmaker of Ballard Funeral Home has submitted an application for an exterior
cosmetic update to the Ballard Funeral Home building at 636 19th Street. The
improvements are depicted below, and include new seamless siding, manufactured
stone wainscot and accents, standing seam vertical siding on the upper portion of the
walls, a gabled entryway, and removal of a portion of the front wall to provide an open
covered walkway. The improvements may be phased, with the front of the building
first. No change to the rear of the building is proposed.
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R EVIEW CR I TER I A:

Section 9-2-3 of the City Code is as follows:

Before the issuance of any permit under the international building code for commercial
buildings situated within the city, the applicant, property owner and occupant shall
meet with the planning, zoning and adjustment board to review the application and
plans insofar as they pertain to the exterior of a commercial building and site plan
conditions. The issuance of a permit shall be conditioned upon the applicant receiving
an affirmative vote of a majority of the planning, zoning and adjustment board
members in attendance at said meeting.
In addition, the proposed signs are reviewed for compliance with the standards of the
City sign code.

STAFF COM M ENTS:

The proposed improvements are a modern update to the building, and are a great
improvement. Staff has no concerns with the materials or style, as they are typical of
quality small business and residential construction.
Setbacks:
There are no zoning setback requirements for the D-1 zone in which this property is
located. However, the front gable entry would encroach into the 19th Street right-ofway a few feet. As such, it requires permission from City Council. If Council is
agreeable, they typically require an encroachment license for the structure that extends
into the right-of-way.
Utilities: No new city utility connections are proposed.
Lighting:
No lighting is identified. There will need to be some lighting for the covered walkway
and gabled entry to meet building code. Recessed-style soffit lighting would be a good
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option. If wall fixtures are used, they should either be full cut off fixtures or low
intensity (75-watt incandescent or equivalent).
Signage:
The north wall rendering depicts the proposed sign “Ballard Funeral Home & Cremation
Services”. It would be no-illuminated and constructed of metal cutout letters. The exact
size is not identified, but has verbally been described as about 3 feet by 9 feet (27 feet
total). The sign code allows up to 32 square feet of wall signage for this location.
Provided the final size is within that amount, the Board can authorize the sign at this
time.
The south wall rendering depicts a non-illuminated sign identifying the location of the
entrance to the “Chapel & Gathering Space.“ Staff believes that this could be
considered a “convenience sign” (conveys information such as restrooms, no parking,
entrance, exit and the like, and is designed to be viewed on site by pedestrians and/or
motorists), which convenience signs are exempt.

ALTER NATI VES:

Approve or deny the proposal, with or without changes.

R ECOM M ENDATI ON:

Approve the project and wall sign, as proposed, subject to the following conditions:
1) That any lighting is done in the manner outlined in the staff report.
2) That the wall sign on the north side of the building not exceed 32 square feet.
3) That prior to installation of the front entry gable, the applicant obtain permission
from City Council for the encroachment into the 19th Street right-of-way.
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